“Even as the U.S. and Europe begin discussing how to reopen
businesses, company leaders themselves say the coronavirus
has jolted them into thinking about more permanent changes
in how we all work…” FORTUNE.COM

SAFE DISTANCING
Office Space Planners can assist you with applying distancing recommendations to your existing office layout.
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Office Space Planners can assist you with designing and specifying protection for your office.
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MOVING FORWARD
Office Space Planners can assist you with preparing your office for the future.
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SAFE DISTANCING
PLAN FOR DISTANCING BETWEEN DESKS
 Following distancing recommendations to stay 6 feet apart, Office Space Planners can help you adapt your existing open office
environment by making interim modifications until more permanent long-term solutions are implemented. If your current desking is not
configured with screens between desks, OSP can assist you with screening options.
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SAFE DISTANCING
PLAN TRAVEL ROUTES AROUND YOUR OFFICE
 Following distancing recommendations, ‘one way traffic’ through the office should be implemented, along with hand sanitizing stations
strategically located throughout the office. Office Space Planners can create a traffic flow plan to assist you in satisfying these
recommendations.
 In addition, OSP can assist you with finding the right sanitizing stations to fit your office’s needs and budget.
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PERSONNEL PROTECTION
PROTECTION AT ENTRIES
 To help keep your employees safe and business sound consider a temperature check station at your office entry.

 Make sanitizing products available throughout your office. OSP can help you specify the right dispensing stations for your particular
work environment and then provide strategic location recommendations.
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PERSONNEL PROTECTION
PROTECTION AT DESKTOPS
 Panels and screens can help with distancing. Are you concerned about losing valuable collaboration opportunities? Clear screens are a
good solution. Do you need additional noise reduction in your office? Fabric Screens can help with acoustics. Need more creative
space? Whiteboard screens can help document thoughts along the way!

 Perhaps you need screens
just to divide space or
provide a traffic barrier. OSP
has many solutions.
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PERSONNEL PROTECTION
PROTECTION IN CONFERENCE ROOMS

 Online meetings are great for distancing but sometimes we just have to meet face to face.

OSP can help you sort out your conference
rooms to satisfy distancing recommendations, such as maintaining a distance of 6 feet and implementing one-way routes. Are small
huddle rooms still usable?
We can help.
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MOVING FORWARD
HOW OFFICE SPACE PLANNERS CAN HELP YOU
We all wish that business would get back to “usual” as soon as possible. But there are many things we’ve learned already that can help
businesses thrive in this new distancing environment. Working from home can benefit families, the environment and business overhead.
We’re here to help you design and implement your office’s new “norm”. Services we are available to assist you with:
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Space planning to grow or reduce your office foot print as more people work from home
Design of at-home office space that supports proper ergonomics and productivity for yourself and/or your employees
Remodeling plans and project management
A ’greener’ and healthier office environment
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MOVING FORWARD
SHORT-TERM SOLUTIONS
 Building Cleaning Standards
Cleaning and sanitizing materials should be made available to all staff to use throughout the day. It is recommended that office and
building management implement professional cleaning and sanitizing protocols for workstations, conference rooms, reception desks,
restrooms and social/common areas at regular intervals throughout the day.

 Update and Display Safety Measures Regularly
Standards and expectations on when and what to sanitize and how to use products provided should be posted at appropriate locations.
Signage should be posted in building lobbies or at other common areas, such as break rooms. Information can also be made available
electronically via email and information screens installed around the office and in lobbies.

 Address Meeting Rooms
Focus, Huddle and Conference room solutions will need to be re-invented in the interim as distancing rules are applied. Consider
reducing the occupancy of existing conference rooms by half. Users should clean surfaces after use. Single-user focus rooms are still
ideal if users follow protocol to clean after use. If huddle rooms are too small to consider hosting multiple users, they may need to be
shuttered or limited to a single user. If you have the ability to control air flow in these rooms, increasing flow will assist in improving air
quality. Training done virtually is the better solution for handling larger groups and also a way to include staff who may be working
remotely.
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MOVING FORWARD
LONG-TERM SOLUTIONS
 Office Planning Considerations
Implementing new spacing standards and installing barriers where needed will give your staff room to breathe easier. Now that we
have all learned how to work at home, there may be those who prefer the home office. Taking advantage of these open desks may give
you the space you need to apply new distancing recommendations. Office space that has gone unused or not used efficiently may be
re-invented. Mechanical door openers or perhaps the removal of doors can eliminate touch points at common areas.
 Mechanical Systems and Air Flow
Adding more fresh air and increasing circulation in a space will help to dilute the airborne contaminants that pass from person to
person. This can be achieved by increasing air flow and replacing air filters as recommended by the industry and filter manufacturer. If
possible, install operable windows to optimize fresh air and give personnel greater control.
 Encourage Use of Outdoor Space
Not all office spaces have the luxury of contiguous indoor / outdoor spaces but if they are available, encourage staff to use them by
making them accessible. If outdoor space is not available as part of the work environment, managers can encourage staff to lunch or
break outside the office.
 Biophilic Design
If you can’t send employees outdoors, you can still bring the outdoors in. Biophilic design or put simply the incorporation of natural
light and plant life in the work place has many benefits. Incorporating plants into the office doesn’t have to tie you to long-term
contracts with interior landscape companies, if that’s not in your budget. Set standards as to where and what types of plants are
permitted. Restricting to common spaces puts the facility manager in control. Perhaps you have a staff member who has a green thumb
who will assist in maintenance. Vertical plant stations are available that are self-watering with lighting that will keep your investment
alive.
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ABOUT OFFICE SPACE PLANNERS
Office Space Planners (OSP) provides professional
space planning, project management and move
coordination services to a broad range of businesses.
We specialize in reconfiguring existing office space,
planning new office space and coordinating all
aspects of a business move. Our client list is
extensive and includes a wide variety of corporations
and industries.

Our dedication to service
Since 1988, OSP has been dedicated to:
 Providing attentive and precise space
planning services at a competitive price
 Creating detailed drawings using
computer-aided design
 Assuring timely and accurate project
management
 Anticipating potential problems and
quickly developing solutions
 Saving you time and money by handling
all the details—eliminating wasted
hours for your staff

Office Space Planners creates comfortable and productive
working environments throughout the United States.

 Assuring your complete satisfaction

We have the knowledge and experience to keep your project
within budget and on schedule.
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